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Abstract

  

The article assesses social composition of holy lands tenants in Attica of the 4th century B. C.
Epigraphic material is an important source for the study of various spheres of society in the
Athenian polis. There remain inscriptions on stone steles containing data on leasing of sacred
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lands (temenos) in Attica, dating back to the second half of the 4th century B. C. Using their
data, the researcher can consider a number of issues related to the history of agrarian relations
in ancient Athens. However, this material has not been used by scholars for studying history of
land relations in the Athenian polis. Thus, the article is to analyze social composition of temenos
tenants in Attica in the second half of the 4th century B. C. on the basis of epigraphic material at
our disposal, to present their motives for the transaction. The article uses as its main source
texts of agreements on lease of sacred lands in Attica, published in collections of epigraphic
material by I. Kirhner and H. Pleket and cited in the scientific journal Hesperia. These
inscriptions detail terms of lease of land plots dedicated to gods and heroes, name tenants, and
(in some cases) indicate their rights and obligations. Based on the analysis of tests of sacred
lands lease agreements, the author comes to the conclusion that tenants of sacred lands in
Attica in the second half of the 4th century B. C. were citizens of the polis. Their comparative
analysis with inscriptions concerning private land leasing in the same period suggests that in the
sphere of private land ownership there were cases when tenants were meteks, who did not
have civil status. Prosopographic analysis of the temenos tenants’ names allows the author to
assume that many had noble origins and were very famous people in the polis. The author also
underscores the fact that, in some cases, social composition of sacred lands tenants depended
on location of the land plot. In the central areas, lands of the largest sanctuaries were
dominated by tenants with a high social status. Temenos on the periphery or coastal lands were
mostly leased to commoners. The article also attempts to identify motives of citizens with a high
social status for participating in the lease. Apparently, this was, primarily, fulfillment of a kind of
liturgy before the polis, which consisted in obligation to maintain sacred land ownership, which
had a special meaning. In general, it is concluded that the majority of tenants of sacred lands in
Attica in the second half of the 4th century B. C. were citizens, in some cases, of high social
status, which indicates a special attitude to sacred land ownership in the Athenian polis, a
desire to preserve and develop this land fund in the best traditions of the civil collective.
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